
JEA Possibilities Overview



A JEA – or Joint Enforcement Agreement -
allows a state to enforce Federal Fisheries 
Rules and Regulations.  It is a written 
document agreed upon by the federal agency 
and state agency to perform various 
enforcement duties in return for funding. 
This funding can be used for equipment and 
overtime for those duties.  No new staff 
would be hired as a direct result of or for a 
JEA.







A number of reasons:

Allows the state to ensure compliance 
of laws for all vessels in the EEZ.  
Example – A SC vessel four miles out 
without a NC license could not be 
checked currently.  Is this fair for NC 
vessels?
Training provided at federal level.



Ability to improve communications 
and share information not currently 
utilized between all participating 
states and agencies.
NCDMF involved with the Pamlico 
Sound Gill net restricted area – a 
Section 10 Federal Permit (part of 
the Endangered Species Act.)



Ability to handle some federal 
violations at the state level.
Ability to check Federal Dealer 
permits.
Allows the state a new resource of 
funds.



Striped Bass in the EEZ – Would allow 
the state to enforce no catch 
regulations not currently enforced.  
This is a particular concern with 
Virginia as they are aware of our 
inability to enforce a highly valuable 
fishery.



There are a number of issues that North 
Carolina may be enforcing in the future 
that would further increase our concurrent 
regulations.  These include the Turtle 
Excluder Device “TED” requirement and 
possibly the Tuna size / creel limits.

How does North Carolina stand in being 
concurrent with Federal Regulations?  The 
next slide displays just a few of these:



Species State Rules
(within three miles)

Federal Rules
(three miles +)

Issue?

Sharks Mirror Federal Plan Federal FMP Currently same
Dolphin Mirror Federal Plan Federal FMP Currently same
Tuna Only proper sale is 

verified
Federal FMP Contacts NMFS for 

other violations
Flounder Mirror Federal Plan Federal FMP Currently Same
Striped Bass State FMP Unlawful 

possession
Contacts NMFS for 
EEZ violations

Red Drum State FMP Unlawful 
possession

Contacts NMFS for 
EEZ violations

Snapper -
Grouper

Mirror parts of 
Federal Plan

Federal FMP Currently same 
contacts NMFS for 
their violations

Trout Mirror Federal Plan Federal FMP Currently same
Black Sea Bass Mirror Federal Plan Federal FMP Currently same



Several reasons can be realistically 
thought of:
Would require a legislative change. 
(Although WRC officers – DMF “sister”
agency are currently Federally sworn 
to enforce Federal Wildlife violations,  
precedent?)



Could be perceived by user groups as              
trying to have too much authority and 
power.
Supervisors would be responsible to 

ensure proper accounting of time spent on 
JEA issues and accurate paperwork 
submitted in timely manner – requiring a 
revision to current reports.



Another concern that has been 
mentioned is that the NMFS will have 
power over the NC Marine Patrol or the 
Division.  This is something that none of 
the other states contacted expressed 
concern over.  One way to curtail this or 
to ease this concern is the careful 
planning and writing of the actual JEA. 



State 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total

VA 600,000 250,000 692,000 534,000 574,630 750,279 730,388 4,131,297

SC 1,000,000 1,850,000 750,025 439,731 250,117 342,395 4,632,262

FL 1,250,000 500,156 1,225,000 1,000,000 440,445 1,005,224 981,858 6,402,683



Overtime for personnel.
Night vision equipment.
Infrared vision equipment.
Radios.
Computers – hardware and software.
Vessels and vehicles.

Generally – any resource which is     
needed to accomplish the mission of the 
JEA.



Commercial seafood landings for 
the year 2007 were valued at 
$82,284,514.  This includes both 
finfish and shellfish.
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Certainly.  In fact, NC Marine Patrol officers 
have assisted not only various local and state 
agencies, but they have been very beneficial 
in providing manpower and equipment to 
Federal agencies during times of specific 
needs.  These include assisting with hurricane 
recovery, port security, search and rescue / 
recovery, multi-agency training exercises and 
various law enforcement functions. 























Request a legislative change to allow Marine 
Patrol Inspectors to be Federally Sworn.
Submit paperwork to begin a Cooperative 
Enforcement Agreement (CEA) with National 
Marine Fisheries Service.  This deputizes State 
officers as Federal law enforcement agents.
Follow up to begin the Joint Enforcement 
Agreement (JEA) with National Marine 
Fisheries Service.






